
M-400
Marsden Portable Baby Scale

Lightweight, portable, Class III Approved scale

For weighing babies and toddlers

Secure, hygienic slide on/off baby bowl

Accurate to 5g; 20kg capacity

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk



Marsden M-400: A 2-in-1 scale for weighing 
babies and toddlers

For midwives and health visitors who need to weigh babies as well 
as young children, the M-400 is perfect.

A secure slide on/off baby bowl makes weighing babies easy; 
remove the baby bowl and the weighing platform can 
accommodate children who wish to stand on the scale.

Plus, like all of the scales that are part of Marsden’s M-4XX series, 
it’s highly robust and very easy to use.

Robust and built to last

The M-400 has been over-engineered to be as robust as 
possible.

Many Class III Approved floor scale manufacturers compromise 
build quality and robustness in order to make their scales as 
light as possible.

However, we’ve chosen to create a scale that will withstand 
years of constant use, thanks to centrally-mounted load cells 
and a hardened, powder-coated steel casing. 

Weigh babies and toddlers up to Age 3

There are few baby scales available that offer the flexibility 
of the M-400.

With a 20kg capacity and a stand-on weighing platform 
available, the M-400 is could weigh children up to Age 3. 

For babies, simply slide the plastic baby bowl on, and 
you’re ready to weigh.



Easy to use features

The M-400 has a number of easy-access features to make 
weighing even quicker. 

For example, Tare will allow you to remove unwanted 
weight. For example, if you are using a blanket or 
swaddling, you can remove this weight from the display, 
to get a true reading of the baby’s weight.

Hold will allow the scale to stabilise the weight reading, 
even if the baby or child is moving on the scale.

Use it anywhere

The lightweight M-400 can be used absolutely anywhere 
- because it can be powered by AA batteries (which will 
provide up to 80 hours’ continuous use).

Plus, a carry case or rucksack is available for easy 
transportation. This can simply be selected when placing 
your order through our website.

Key features

Mains operated or batteries
Slide on/off baby bowl
Highly robust
Large, bright display
Adjustable levelling feet
Hold/Tare

Specification

Class: III 
Capacity: 20kg
Graduations: 5g <10kg> 10g
Power: Mains adaptor (optional extra) or 6x AA batteries
Dimensions: 320mm x 310mm x 120mm
Weight of Scale: Approx. 3.7kg

Optional Extras
Carry case (CC-400)
Rucksack (RK-400)
Digital height measure
Bluetooth connectivity
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